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Tools have been created in an attempt to provide easy to use command line 
solutions for the most common GRIB handling and coding/decoding 
demands.  
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grib_count counts grib messages only  
 
codes_count counts both GRIB and BUFR (and metar and GTS and netcdf) 
messages  
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Definition Path points to files describing the code standards.  
 
Samples Path points to template files.  
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Keys are keywords giving access to the content of GRIB messages.  
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- Only option is –v for verbose output  
- Is very fast 
- Doesn’t count BUFR messages (any longer)  

/scratch/ectrain/trx/grib_api_data/grib_api_timing.grib 
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Basically 2 mutually exclusive output modes area available: 
 
Octet mode   follows the WMO standard  
Debug mode   prints all available keys, including computed 
 
JSON or JavaScript Object Notation, is an open standard format that uses 
human-readable text to transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value 
pairs. It is used primarily to transmit data between a server and web 
application, as an alternative to XML. 
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grib_dump 
 
NAME    grib_dump 
 
DESCRIPTION 
        Dump the content of a grib file in different formats. 
 
USAGE  
        grib_dump [options] grib_file grib_file ... 
 
OPTIONS 
        -O      Octet mode. WMO documentation style dump. 
        -D      Debug mode. 
        -d      Print all data values. 
        -j      JSON mode (JavaScript Object Notation). 
        -C      C code mode. A C code program generating the message is dumped. 
        -t      Print type information. 
        -H      Print octet content in hexadecimal format. 
        -a      Dump aliases. 
        -w key[:{s/d/i}]{=/!=}value,key[:{s/d/i}]{=/!=}value,... 
                Where clause. 
                Messages are processed only if they match all the key/value constraints. 
                A valid constraint is of type key=value or key!=value. 
                For each key a string (key:s), a double (key:d) or an integer (key:i) 
                type can be specified. Default type is string. 
        -s key[:{s/d/i}]=value,key[:{s/d/i}]=value,... 
                Key/values to set. 
                For each key a string (key:s), a double (key:d) or an integer (key:i) 
                type can be defined. By default the native type is set. 
        -M      Multi-field support off. Turn off support for multiple fields in single grib message. 
        -T T | B | M | A        Message type. T->GTS, B->BUFR, M->METAR (Experimental),A->Any (Experimental). 
                        The input file is interpreted according to the message type. 
        -7      Does not fail when the message has wrong length 
        -V      Version. 
        -X offset 
                Input file offset in bytes. Processing of the input file will start from "offset". 
        -x      Fast parsing option, only headers are loaded. 
 
 
JSON or JavaScript Object Notation, is an open standard format that uses human-readable text to transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs. 
It is used primarily to transmit data between a server and web application, as an alternative to XML. 
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grib_dump without options dumps the coded keys.  
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-O      Octet mode. WMO documentation style dump. 
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-O  Octet mode. WMO documentation style dump. 
-t  Print type information. 
-a  Dump aliases.  
-H  Print octet content in hexadecimal format. 
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-D      Debug mode 
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Login with training ID and do the same…  
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-a  aliases 
-t  type information 
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 -p key[:{s/d/l}],key[:{s/d/l}],... 
                Declaration of keys to print. 
                For each key a string (key:s) or a double (key:d) or a long (key:l) 
                type can be requested. Default type is string. 
        -F format 
                C style format for floating point values. 
        -P key[:{s/d/l}],key[:{s/d/l}],... 
                As -p adding the declared keys at the left of the default list. 
        -w key[:{s/d/l}]{=/!=}value,key[:{s/d/l}]{=/!=}value,... 
                Where clause. 
                Grib messages are processed only if they match all the key/value constraints. 
                A valid constraint is of type key=value or key!=value. 
                For each key a string (key:s) or a double (key:d) or a long (key:l) 
                type can be specified. Default type is string. 
        -j      json output (works only with –l option)     
        -B     order by directive 
                Order by. The output will be ordered according the order by directive. 
                Order by example: "step asc, centre desc" (step ascending and centre discending) 
        -l Latitude,Longitude[,MODE,file] 
                Value close to the point of a Latitude/Longitude. 
                Allowed values for MODE are: 
                4 (4 values in the nearest points are printed) Default 
                1 (the value at the nearest point is printed) 
                file (file is used as mask. The closer point with mask value>=0.5 is printed) 
        -s key[:{s/d/l}]=value,key[:{s/d/l}]=value,... 
                Key/values to set. 
                For each key a string (key:s) or a double (key:d) or a long (key:l) 
                type can be defined. By default the native type is set. 
                e.g.  grib_ls -s stepUnits=m  msl.grib1 
                to set stepUnits to minutes so that stepRange values are listed in minutes (rather than hours)  
        -i index 
                Data value corresponding to the given index is printed. 
        -n namespace 
                All the keys belonging to namespace are printed. Namespaces:  
 mars 
 statistics 
 parameter 
 Time 
 Geography 
 Vertical   
                 
        -m      Mars keys are printed. Same as –n mars  
        -V      Version. 
        -W width 
                Minimum width of each column in output. Default is 10. 
        -M      Multi-grib support off. Turn off support for multiple fields in single grib message. 
        -g      Copy GTS header. 
        -7      Does not fail when the message has wrong length 
        -x      Fast parsing option, only headers are loaded. 
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grib_dump/grib_ls with -s 
 
grib_set -s 
unitOfTimeRange=13,P2=1,timeRangeIndicator=4,yearOfCentury=13,month
=5,day=8,hour=0 GRIB1.tmpl temp 
 
grib_ls temp // error 
grib_dump temp  // error 
 
grib_ls -s stepUnits=m temp  // ok. in minutes 
 
grib_ls -s stepUnits=0 -p stepUnits:s temp  // check what 0 meant 
grib_dump -s stepUnits=m temp // ok 
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Key type specification doesn’t seem any longer necessary. 
 
I believe in recent versions the tools have been made smart so that you don't 
have to specify the type identifier anymore and I can't think of an example 
right now when that would be necessary. It is however useful to control the 
output values of a key, i.e. if you want to display the string representation of 
centre or the integer one.  
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Shahram will explain namespace next mornig 
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